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EDI T O RI AL DE PART MEN T NO T E
Produ ction, transporta tion a nd distribution —these a re the three ma jor ca tegories into which modern business na tu ra lly divides. All other
activities a re supplementary to these three. It i s interestin g to note
the extent to which modern cost accounting procedures have been
adopted in these fields, and tha t pra ctica lly all of the ma jor developments in cost finding a nd cost control have been developed in the field
of production. T he u se of cost a ccou nting methods for the control of
distribu tion costs ha s grown considerably in the last several yea rs, a nd
in the opinion of some is de stine d for fa r grea ter development under
the provisions of the new Robinson- Pa tma n Act. Only in the field of
tra nsportation has there been a lack of important developments in
the field of cost finding a nd cost control. This is tru e, in spite of the
fa ct tha t, in the opinion of the a u thor of ou r first a rticle, there is every
reason to believe that cost analysis should prove as valuable in one
field of transportation — railroad operation —as it has in the field of
production. W e a re plea sed to present his suggestion for achieving
this end.
T he author of this article is Cha rles C. Ja mes, who was born in
Illinois near St. Louis, Mo. His first practical experience found
him in th e Sa n Fra ncisco R a ilroa d, of which he wa s Assista nt Su perintendent of Constru ction on the line between Memphis a nd St. Lou is.
In 1909 he became a member of the original staff of exa miners of
ra ilroa d a ccou nts for the Interstate Commerce Commission. Following
this experience, he ha s been engaged with a nu mber of la rge orga niza tions, including the Southern Pacific Railroad, the Mercha nts Shipbuilding Corp., Merritt - Chapman & Scott Corp., William Cramp &
Sons Ship and Engine Building Co., Cramp- Morris Industrials, Inc.,
and the Westinghou se Electric & Ma nu fa cturing Co. Since 1931 he
ha s been associated a s Consulting Accountant with Stevenson, Jorda n
& Ha rrison. For ma ny yea rs Mr. Ja mes ha s been a ctive in the a ffa irs
of our Association and has often appeared on the progra ms of our
chapters and annual conventions.
Our second article, dealing with another form of tra nsportation,
the stea mship, is a pre senta tio n of the problems of this bra nch of the
tra nsportation industry from the viewpoint of the accountant. T he
author of this article, Sydney Hou ston, received his education in the
pu blic and private schools of Tennessee a nd the District of Colu mbia ,
and later at the U. S. Naval Aca demy at Annapolis. Since school
clays he has been engaged in the steamship and export business in
various Gulf ports, New York City and the near tropics. Fo r the
last twelve yea rs he has been with the Lykes Bros. Stea mship Co.,
Inc., and subsidia ries, in va rious capa cities. At present he is Assistant
Controller.
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THE APPLICATION OF STANDARD COST ACCOUNTING TO RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
By Charles C. James, Consulting Accountant,
Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison, New York, N. Y.
accounting is in need of modernization. The past
RAILROAD
twenty -five years have seen no great changes in the theory or
practice of dealing with receipts from railway operating revenues
and expenditures for railway operating expenses. During this same
quarter of a century manufacturing industry has developed the
use of standard costs, variable budgets and market analysis to form
the three dimensional measures for planning business administration.
In the Minnesota Rate Case decided by the U. S. Supreme Court
in I912, Mr. Justice Hughes emphatically directed attention to the
need for informative cost accounting by railroads, and challenged
their plea of indetermination. He even offered the constructive
suggestion that the "use" factor of cost distribution be substituted
for the "service" factor which the court condemned, saying on that
point, "it would seem that, after assigning to the passenger and
freight departments respectively, the property exclusively used in
each, comparable use -units might be found which would afford the
basis for a reasonable division with respect to property used in
common."
I remember well how a great railroad administrator and able
engineer, Julius Kruttschmidt, Chairman of the Southern Pacific
Company, undertood some fifteen years ago to establish basic
formulae for cost determination, only to have his speculations
overturned when his controller put them to the test of practical
application.
At about that time another able engineer, A. Hamilton Church,
and those who followed in his wake, began the development of
what have since come to be known as standard costs for factory
operations. It is interesting and important to note that today's
costs of manufacture are derived from use factors such as Justice
Hughes suggested for the railroads.
The determination of costs for transportation differs from ascertaining manufacturing costs only because the allocation of common
1
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plant expenses is affected by time in addition to space. To illustrate: A lathe in a shop makes exclusive use of certain space for
twenty -four hours out of every day. A train on a track excludes
other use of the track only until the train's movement can get it
out of the way. Clearly then it is simpler to apportion a pro -rata
of space expenses, such as depreciation, insurance, taxes, and maintenance, to the several machines or productive centers in a factory
than to the trains operating over a section of track. While this
complication makes more difficult the first essential step in the
adoption of the use - factor for cost accounting it does not make
the problem unsolvable. Nevertheless it seems to have been so
regarded, for while manufacturing has gone ahead to develop cost
accounting into the "hand- maiden of enlightened management,"
the railroads still have only records of revenue received for freight,
passengers, mail, and express, from the aggregate of which is deducted the month -by -month expenditures for maintaining, operating, and administering the transportation plant in its entirety. If
the remaining net revenue is inadequate to meet current fixed
charges there is nothing to do but run down to Washington and
plead with Uncle Sam for help.
If, in the twenty odd years since Justice Hughes' hint was offered,
the Association of American Railway Accounting Officers had
clone nothing better than to lend the weight of its approval to even
an unscientific basis of cost determination, the railroads would at
least have a recognized foundation on which to base their frequent
pleas for rate increases.
Train Minute Unit
One apparently equitable solution of the difficulty of dividing
the expense of common trackage among different classes of revenue train service would be obtainable by taking the train minute
as a use -unit.
For example: If at normal activity there were thirty trains a
day each way over a division ioo miles long, of which half were
passenger and half freight, with the passenger trains scheduled
on the average to cover the run in three hours and the freight
trains in five, then the respective use of the track would be:
2
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Train minutes
Passenger train service
per day
3 hours x 6o — 1 8 o minutes x 30 trains =
5,40 0
Freight train service
5 hours x 6o = Soo minutes x 30 trains =
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9,000

14400
400

On this basis passenger train service would be chargeable with
37 / % and freight train service with 62Y2% of normal expenses
for maintaining main line tracks and passing sidings, with their
auxiliary facilities; bridges, culverts, cuts, fills, tunnels, signals
and right of way fences.
Standard Costs
It is not a difficult thing at all to determine the normal physical
requirements for the upkeep of any mile of track or for any other
railroad facility. If it is a mile of track, the ties, rails, track fastenings, frogs, switches and ballast will have to be renewed ever
so often. It is simple enough to find out from that how many ties
et al will be needed per annum and per day.. Such a requirement
at the current price per tie et al is the material cost per day for
track maintenance. It is equally practicable to determine how
many track labor hours will be required to renew the track material and for lining, surfacing, ditching and other general track
upkeep. Such normal requirements at the prevailing rate for track
labor is the labor cost for track maintenance, reducible readily
enough to a per diem cost. Overhead cost is also possible of
similar determination, as is demonstrated by frequent interline
agreements to cover these expenses on jointly operated facilities.
With these readily obtainable data in hand for the actual track
and other facilities on the particular division in question, each
revenue train minute would cost z / 14.400 part thereof. A passenger train that makes the run in two hours and a half, or i5o
minutes, would therefore be responsible for 150 / 4 4 00 part thereof.
The resulting figure may then be divided by the normal number
of passengers to be carried to determine the standard cost for use
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of track and collateral facilities per passenger on this particular
train over this particular division.
Every variance from the normal number of passengers carried
from day to day and month to month on this particular train must
be accounted for by an under- or over - absorption of the carrier's
cost of readiness to serve, and not as an increase or decrease in the
cost of the passengers actually carried.
Some service corporations, particularly the electric light and
power companies, have cleverly divided their expenses between
those that vary more or less directly with the load factor and those
that are relatively fixed, and by labelling the latter the "expense
of readiness to serve" have distributed it as an independent
charge among their customers. But that disposition of the establishment expense is available only to monopolies which have practically taxing power. In competitive business, whether it be manufacturing, railroading, or what not, the establishment expense
must be advanced by the owners of the business to be recovered,
if competition will allow, from commercial revenues. As an element of cost it is completely distributable only at the normal level
of activity.
Volume Variance

in

There is, therefore, a difference in amount between the standard
cost of handling the business of any period and the standard expenses of the operations of that period, because the actual business
of any period never for long coincides exactly with any normal
which may have been projected.
The difference between what is chargeable against current revenues and the standard cost of current operations is aptly called
volume variance, or less appropriately, over - absorbed or under absorbed overhead.
When in periods of subnormal activity the current budget allowances are underabsorbed by prevailing business the deficiency must
be deducted from operating income, but when as in 1929 the standard cost of prevailing business exceeds the expenditures necessary
to handle it, such excess should not be carried down to profits
reserve for volume
available for dividends. It should be carried
variance until it is needed to offset the subsequent inevitaule de4
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ficiencies. Thus we have appropriate accounting recognition of the
need of conserving assets when they are available, for use during
times when they are economically most beneficial. Here let it be
said that the creation of an operating reserve for volume variance
is a very different matter from depending upon surplus reserves
or free surplus to absorb the shock of traffic slumps. One difference at least is that by labeling it according to its purpose it is
excluded from the speculations of those who would distribute it
for other purposes, in such form for example as expropriations
for federal use. The need for avoiding such hazard is made more
apparent by the attitude of the present Administration in favor
of a penalty tax on undistributed corporate surplus.
Standard Expenses
Our normal mean temperature in January may be 34° F, and
we must therefore figure our fuel cost at enough to maintain an
average spread of 36° between out -of -doors and inside, although
the outside thermometer may seldom register exactly 34° for long
on any January day, and the approximate fuel consumption for any
hour, day, or week, or for any particular January, may be away
off from our average allowance.
Unit standard costs of production are computed at prudently
allowed expenses appropriate for a normal volume of business.
In this they differ from so- called actual costs of production, which
are computed at actual expenses for the volume of business which
has prevailed during some particular test period. One has only
to analyze the actual expenses for any period to disclose that they
have been widely inappropriate to the volume of business handled
during the same period, and as to the volume of business of any
test period we know for a fact that it has been above or below the
average of the past, and most certainly is greatly at variance from
what our present judgment tells us will be the normal of the future.
As we must plan our future on our present judgment, so we must
allow for the modifications of our past experience to fit it to the
needs of the future as we now foresee them, and compute our
costs to correspond regardless of how our time to time expenditures
may have to be adjusted to the limits of current income, or otherwise.
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Confiscatory Rates
I doubt very much that any railroad rate that does not yield
the standard cost of transportation as thus computed could, under
our constitution, be reduced by any state or federal commission,
or conversely, that any commission could withhold its approval
to the increase of any such rate up to the level of standard cost
merely on the ground of its inherent unreasonableness, unreasonable though it might be from a traffic standpoint. This is only to
say that in dealing with rates below the level of standard costs
traffic officers are subject to governmental interference only on
the ground of discrimination, with much of the burden of proof
resting on those who would interfere. Rates above the level of
standard cost fortunately are less frequently protested because
they apply to traffic on which the transportation cost is usually
an inconsequential burden.
Managerial Control

of Operations

It is not, however, in the apportionment of common expenses
among units of production (or classes of service) and the determination of unit costs of product that standard cost accounting has
its greatest value. In the determination of the amount of the
expenses and the volume of production which are to be used in
the computation, we forge a two -edged sword with which to
measure the effectiveness of management and to guide the judgment of those who must decide where to go out after available
business at obtainable prices.
To determine upon prudently allowable expenditures we must
set budgets. To disclose normal volume of output we must analyze our market. Having established our standards, not only do
we know our costs, but also we are enabled to allocate responsibility for all variations which internal control or external conditions interpose between plans and accomplishment.
Variable Budgets
Under such procedure responsibility for expenditures is delegated to those who are directly able to control them. The effectiveness of their control is measured by prearranged standards
adjusted to every degree of operating activity.
6
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It is just as practicable to predetermine a sliding scale of allowable expenditures for each operating expense account on each division of a railroad as for the various departments and plants of
the General Motors Corporation. If every shop superintendent of
that widespread organization can be expected to work to an expense budget, adjusted daily as prearranged to meet the varying
level of the incoming flow of orders, so can each division superintendent, master mechanic and roadmaster be held to expenditure
limits predetermined for whatever may be the prevailing factors
that control the financial plans of the management. The accomplishment requires only the same process of education of money
costs of operating activities throughout the railroad personnel as
has made money - minded men out of even every shop foreman in
our best manufacturing enterprises.
The most important feature of this undertaking is the fact that
over and over again experience has shown that such variable
budgets, when established with the help and concurrence of the
supervisors who were afterward to work to them, have been set
at levels below those that prevailed in the past and thereupon
were immediately improved upon in practice with resulting savings
hardly to be credited by an outsider. An experience, let it be said,
which has been lately duplicated by a few of our most efficiently
operated railroads.
But its possibilities were foreseen long ago. I remember a
talk I had over twenty years ago with the late A. J. Earling,
when he was president of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul,
in which he said to me, "You accountants have everything backwards. You are always comparing what happened last month with
what happened in the same month of the previous year. I do not
care nor want to know what happened on my railroad last month.
I decided month before last what should happen last month, and
now I am thinking about what is to happen next month. Why
don't you provide me with help on that problem and confine your
reports for last month to telling me who and what were responsible for the things that happened that I didn't plan on."
If there ever was a time when all railroads should establish
standard operating costs it is now. Dire necessity for economy
is forcing the entire railroad world to the study of h ow to cut
costs. Much of the benefit of the best thought on the subject will
7
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be lost if it is not now crystallized in the form of budgets that
will show not only how much of the present economies must be
held to as business grows better or what further retrenchments
will have to be made when it again grows worse.
Market Analysis
While railroad executives have been brought up to regard the
present form of railroad operation as the perfect and final answer
to the transportation requirements of the country, a forward looking market analysis will disclose needs for improvement which
should be brought to the attention of these too- easily- satisfied
gentlemen. In an ever - changing world all things must change or
perish. The railroad service which developed the far -flung interior of the American continent obtained a monopoly on transportation which yet seems irreplaceable —but already the truck and
the automobile are eating in. Whenever they offer a more economical and convenient service, governmental taxation and regulation will not avail to exclude them from more and more replacing the railroads. Therefore it is time the railroads analyzed
their markets as the first step to recognizing the economy of
adjusting or discontinuing service where obtainable traffic at normal levels cannot be expected to meet the cost of its transport. On
the other hand, intelligent market research will disclose potential
traffic which will handsomely repay enhanced service. Competition in any field can be met intelligently only by far - sighted measures, by looking to the discernible trends of the future instead of
gazing backward at the accomplishments of the past.
There never have been and never will be any preceding ten
years of railroad history in America which may be taken as a
measure of the succeeding ten. It is true that we have found no
way of judging the future except in the light of the past, but unless
that light is directed with circumspection and imagination we shall
expect to find ourselves traveling in a circle when we are actually
headed into new and different paths.

8
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T H E S T E AM S H I P BU SIN ES S FR OM T H E ACC OUN T-

ANT 'S VIE WPOINT
By Sydney Houston, Assistant Controller,
Lykes Bros. Steamship Co., Inc., Houston, Texas
RANSPORT AT ION is our third most important industry.
TAgriculture
is, of course, our most important, as without it, life
itself, except on a most limited and primitive scale, is impossible.
Mining is second in importance.
In other words, the extraction of food from the surface and
metals from the depths of the earth are the first essentials of
modern civilization but transportation is the second factor necessary to give value to the first. Transportation performs the essential function of moving the products of field and mine to points
where labor, skill and power are available to process them into
articles of utility and then move the finished product to points
of consumption. Without such service, our modern industrial
civilization would collapse.
The Place

of the Ship as a Transportation Agency

There are now four means of long haul transportation in use.
There is, in fact, a fifth, the pipe line, but I refer particularly to
general rather than industrial carriers. They are: by ship, by
rail, by motor truck, and by airplane. The oldest of these is the
ship.
Tradition has it that water transportation first began when a
primitive man fell out of a tree onto a log in the water and found
that it bore his weight without sinking.
Until the advent of the steam locomotive and the development
of modern railroads, the ship was supreme in the field of transportation. It has, of course, changed its motive power from oar to
sail and again to steam, and also to electricity. However, from
the beginning of sail until the railroad came, the ship had almost
a monopoly on long -haul transportation. Roads, with few exceptions, were so poor that water conveyance was the most feasible
method of transportation.
The sea lanes were for centuries the highways of trade and
travel. Civilization developed along the sea coasts and the great
9
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cities grew there, or on navigable rivers affording an outlet to
the sea. Great interior cities are a modern development since the
steam railroad. In fact they are almost entirely a modern American development as this is the first country where an extensive
interior rail system has made them possible.
The steamship is yet able to compete with rail transportation
for the coastwise trade and in overseas trade still reigns supreme.
There is now a very interesting combination of ship and train,
the sea- train, with which you are doubtless familiar; a ship that
carries freight cars in its hold, receiving them from rail tracks
at one port and placing them on rail tracks at another. Where
conditions are suitable this is doubtless very efficient, but several
factors restrict its use. One that restricts it greatly is the difference in rail gauges in different countries.
The day may come when great cargo ships convey merchandise
through the air, but I think we may expect the ship to retain its
cargo for some time to come, even though it lose its passengers
to the air liners.
Our Place in World Shipping
As I have said, the history of ships has been the history of
man and his civilization. Since the days of the Phoenicians, the
nation best supplied with and most capable in operating ships
has been the leading nation of its time in wealth, power, and
prestige. The Heritage of Tyre has meant world dominance.
Although we seem to have lost most of it in the last 75 years,
we Americans inherited maritime skill and tradition from as far
back as the old Norse Vikings from whom many of us derive at
least part of our ancestry. There was a time when our shipping
was a relatively much more important and thriving industry than
it is today. Until about the time of the Civil War, our ship
construction costs were so low and our seamen so hardy and
skillful that we carried not only our own commerce but much of
that of other nations. The efficiency of the various types of clipper ships, an American development, so threatened the maritime
supremacy of Great Britain that we seemed well on our way to
dominance of the world's carrying trade.
Four factors arrested and reversed that tendency:
10
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i. The War between the States.
The development of the West, which then included most of
the Trans - Allegheny part of our country. This was a task so
tremendous that it required all the energy and capital available
to us, and which offered larger returns to labor and capital.
3. The trade - strangling policies of economic nationalism and
high protective tariffs which have prevailed since the War between the States with few exceptions.
4. The fact, that although the steamship was invented in this
country, Great Britain was more prompt to abandon sail and
turn to steam on a large scale, and also made most of the advances
in steam for some years thereafter.
The result of these four factors was that at the beginning of the
World War, we were a nation without ships. We patted ourselves on the back and admitted we were a great people but in
a prime requisite of security, not to mention well- being, much
less greatness, we were almost totally deficient.
Our unfortunate experience in the World War, when due to
the imperative urgency of the occasion, we had to build ships
quickly (and many of them shoddily) at several times peace -time
cost, is still so fresh in memory that I trust we are now more
alive to the need of an adequate marine, both merchant and naval.
The first is necessary to our peace -time prosperity, and both to
our war -time security.
2.

Importance of Water Transportation
Industrialism has created many new wants, that we ourselves
cannot supply: rubber, sugar, tin, coffee, bananas, copra, olive
oil, cocoa beans, manganese and other metals used in essential
alloys. These are things that we either cannot produce at all or
only in small quantities. Yet we should think life without them
and other imports very difficult. More important, without them,
many people engaged in processing and distributing them would
be jobless. What would happen to the capital invested and labor
engaged in the automotive industry without the rubber necessary
for pneumatic tires?
Equally important are our exportable surpluses. Under normal
conditions, with the free and natural operation of the law of
supply and demand we can, and are likely to, produce far more
11
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than we can consume of two great staples, cotton and wheat. I
say this, realizing that we are no longer a wheat exporting nation. (In fact, it appears that we tend to be considerably less of
a cotton exporter than previously.) However, I think it is generally agreed that under normal conditions we could and would
produce a surplus of wheat for export as we did formerly.
These and other products of agriculture and industry, especially
automobiles, farm machinery, and mechanical office equipment,
seek foreign markets and the only practical means of transportation so far developed is the sea -going ship. Moreover, the ship
lines have not only carried cargo, they themselves have been instrumental in developing new markets. Hence the importance of
controlling at least enough ship tonnage to take care of our minimum carrying requirements.
The ship, however, is more than a water -borne conveying contrivance. Its officers and crew are traveling salesmen, carrying
their own viewpoints, culture, tastes, and buying habits with them,
influencing and being influenced by the people with whom they
come in contact at foreign ports. Your ship personnel may be
classed as very effective trade scouts.
Perhaps I have wandered from the subject of "The Steamship
Business from the Accountant's Viewpoint" but it seemed advisable to develop a background to precede a technical discussion.
I have endeavored to summarize briefly what I am sure all of
you realize but which, since you are not directly concerned in
water transportation, some of you probably have not integrated
and rationalized in your own minds, and perhaps have not fully
realized the vital meaning and importance of ships in the scheme
of things.
Railroad Accounting Not Applicable to Steamships
At this point, let me give a warning. There are probably a
number of you who are familiar with rail line accounting. Do
not try to draw analogies between that and water line accounting.
They will not fit.
The two methods of transportation are different. They perform
similar services but with different equipment and under different
conditions. The rail line operates within fixed limits; the water
line can send its ships anywhere the water is deep enough. The
12
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rail line has to maintain not only its vehicles of conveyance but its
right-of-way; the steamship company has no right -of -way. The
rail line's accounting period is the month; the ship's is the voyage
which may be a week or a year, or any period between.
The adaptation of water line accounting to rail line procedure
is a mistake that I think the Interstate Commerce Commission
made when Coastwise ship lines were placed under their jurisdiction when they filed joint rates with rail carriers.
Of course, up to the present time, a Coastwise ship line has been
able to operate entirely free of the Interstate Commerce Commission so long as they confine their transactions to port -to -port cargo
and quote rates on that basis. However, when they want to file
joint through rates with rail lines on joint rail -water or water rail hauls, they must then submit to the regulation of the Interstate Commerce Commission to obtain that privilege.
I am only slightly familiar with rail line accounting, but from
the knowledge I have it certainly appears that the I.C.C. made
a very crude and literal adaptation of their rail accounting system
to cover water line accounting. Water transportation is not rail
transportation and an entirely different setup is necessary and
a different application of principles must be made due to the inherent dis- similarities in the two methods of transportation.
The result is that the accounting officer of a water line operating
under I.C.C. regulation must keep his results in two forms, one
to meet the requirements of the I.C.C. and the other to meet the
needs of the company management. That is certainly not twentieth century efficiency.
A Unique Type

of

Business

The steamship company like everyone else is selling something,
but under conditions that, I think, make it a unique industry.
Or at least make transportation a unique industry, as these remarks just here, apply to all organized cargo transportation. They
are selling service. So are lawyers, doctors, and others. But you
never heard of a man that wanted to give business to a lawyer or
a doctor. However, a steamship line's customers want to give it
business. That is to say, that they want to do business themselves,
and delivery of the merchandise at the specified place is part of
the consideration in their sale contract. If the export merchant
13
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has no business for the shipping company, he has none for himself.
In other words, the carriage furnished by the ship gives place
value to the merchandise carried, by transporting it from one place
where there is a surplus to another where there is a shortage.
The steamship company, therefore, has no problem of building
customer demand, as this is determined by events beyond its control, although it does have a very real problem of creating customer preference for its service as opposed to that of a competitor.
The steamship business, although it has plenty of grief in other
respects, is also not troubled by collection problems. It is "cash
on the barrel head" the world over. You receive a check when
you release the bill of lading. And the ship has a lien on the cargo
for the amount of the freight money until the check or draft is
collected.
The Sequence

of

Operations

The ship operator is concerned with two main facts: ships
and cargo. Ships for the cargo he may secure or cargo for the
ships he has. In good times he is more concerned with ships and
in bad times with cargo.
Both divide into two major sub - divisions:
Cargo into "getting" and "handling," and
Ships into "servicing" and "operating."
The sequence of these operations in slightly more detail is
as follows:
i. Servicing ship
z. Getting cargo
3. Documenting cargo
4. Receiving cargo
5. Loading cargo into ship
6. Transporting cargo (i.e., Operating ship)
7. Unloading cargo from ship
8. Delivering cargo.
At this point a given ship's voyage is complete except for the
accounting therefor. To establish the results of the above operations and properly interpret them we add two more steps.
9. Accounting
io. Statistics.
14
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I shall take up these various phases of steamship operations in
their physical and chronological sequence. I shall not try to discuss special phases of transportation such as passenger lines or
industrial carriers but shall have in mind average and typical
general cargo freight liner operations.
i . Servicing Ships. This, of course, is the first essential to
placing a ship in operation. The servicing and maintenance of
ships is supervised by a shore organization corresponding to the
organization of personnel aboard ship. Ship personnel is divided
into three departments:
Deck Dept.— Navigation and care of hull and deck
Engine Dept.— Motive power and care of machinery
Steward Dept— Feeding and care of personnel.
So ashore, under the direction of the designated executive, we
have a Port Captain, a Port Engineer, and a Port Steward, whose
duties are to supervise the operation and the maintenance of
equipment of all ships in their respective departments.
Requisitions for stores and equipment by the ship are approved
by them before reaching the purchasing department from where
they are routed to the accounting department via a disbursing clerk.
These departments should also maintain various performance records for their own information and to aid the accounting department in the compilation of statistics.
The administrative expenses of these departments including the
purchasing department may be prorated to ship voyages or may
be left as a part of general and administrative expense.
2. Getting Cargo. This is the task of freight solicitors (or
commercial agents or what you will), the salesmen of the steamship company. Personal solicitation appears to be the only way to
build and maintain a volume of freight movement. Of course,
steamship companies advertise, but except in the case of passenger lines, not in the general coverage that other industries or
mercantile establishments employ. As opposed to a department
store, for instance, which has many small transactions, the steamship company has a few large transactions. For this reason personal contact with shippers becomes the most practical and economical method of getting business. Of course, the cost, speed, re15
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liability, and frequency of the service offered must meet that of
competitors.
The cost of getting business is strictly a general and administrative expense, and is, I think, never prorated among ship operations. The costs of this department reach the accounting department from payroll distributions and expense accounts, routed
through the executive in charge of traffic.
The criteria of solicitation efficiency are freight dollar volume,
freight tonnage volume, and cost per ton. Although it is somewhat difficult to do so, these figures should probably be compiled
for each solicitor. They should certainly be compiled for the
solicitation staff as a whole.
3. Documenting Cargo. The bill of lading department is one
of three points where the steamship company staff touches its
customers (the other two being the solicitation force and the receiving and delivery clerks), and is usually under the direction of
the traffic manager, who is also in charge of freight solicitors.
Its duties are the recording of freight engagements (referred to as
bookings) and the issuance of bills of lading after delivery of
cargo is certified by the receiving clerk on the wharf. This is
an important department but its expense allocations requires no
special comment from the accountant. Its payroll and expenses
are included in general and administrative expense.
Bills of lading when issued are turned over to a freight cashier
who releases them upon payment of the freight charges and in
turn furnishes the accounting department with a collection report.
Bills of lading for each ship voyage are recapped upon a manifest which goes direct to the accounting department, furnishing a
check on the freight cashier, and also providing revenue totals and
cargo quantities for statistical purposes.
The bill of lading and the manifest, along with cargo delivery
receipts, are very important documents in the steamship business.
The bill of lading is your contract with the shipper and the governing document in each transaction. The manifest, a recapitulation
of bills of lading for one ship voyage, is the document from which
the accounting department records vessel revenue.
At this point we leave the staff departments, the preliminary
general and administrative service and take up actual ship operations.
16
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One distinguishing feature of the steamship business is that its
accounting period, so far as major operations are concerned, is
variable. While general and administrative expenses are accumulated on a monthly basis, direct transportation activities are carried
on a voyage basis which may be three weeks or three months. In
a liner service, that is a service that maintains regular schedules
between the same ports as opposed to the irregular service of tramp
steamers, a voyage is the time between a vessel's leaving its home
port and its return thereto. This voyage period will vary greatly
according to the mileage traversed, the speed of the vessel, the
number of ports made, the time consumed in cargo handling, and
even weather conditions.
Each voyage is considered as a unit and operating profit or loss
established therefor. They are identified by consecutive numbers
and accumulated for each ship. As soon as a ship has sailed you
know the outbound revenue and loading cost, and, from past experience, you know the approximate operating cost for that ship
on the given itinerary. You also know the approximate cost of
discharging the cargo already loaded. However, you do not know
the amount of return cargo and its handling cost or the revenue
therefrom. You are therefore not in a position to close your
voyage until you have received full reports from your agents at
all ports made in the voyage which will be at least two weeks
after the voyage itself has actually terminated.
Note the distinction between "terminated" and "closed." The
date of termination is the date that the given voyage ends and a
new one is started. The date of closing is the date when the voyage results are transferred to profit and loss and may be some
time later. A voyage terminating January 31 would probably not
be closed until February.
From the beginning of the voyage until the accountant is in
position to close it, all revenue and expense is charged or credited
to "Current Voyages" and carried in suspense. At the end of
each month when statements are drawn off, the voyages closed in
that month become part of profit and loss. The "open" voyages
remain in suspense. However, estimates of open voyage results
are made and past experience will enable you to make these very
accurately.
17
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I think the voyage basis may be considered the only practical
basis of ship operation accounting. It is the natural integration.
To return to our established sequence. The next step is:
4. Receiving Cargo. This, like delivering cargo at end of voyage, is an expense definitely chargeable directly to the voyage. In
fact, each clerk or tallyman, will usually be engaged upon only
one ship at a time. Overlapping services against more than one
ship should be prorated to each, and idle time of men on a monthly
salary may be arbitrarily assigned to ships or carried to general
and administrative expense. I personally favor charging full time
for over - lapping clerk hire and using the excess thus established
to offset any idle time.
5. Loading Cargo. At this point, our main interests, ship and
cargo, converge, as they diverge later upon the opposite function of
discharging. We now have the ship in position to earn revenue
in return for establishing "place value" by transportation. Loading cargo is very important —a profession in itself as the ship must
have trim and balance.
No doubt, each accountant has his pet statistics, and cargo
handling costs are mine. I take the position that operating costs
(that is, transporting cargo as opposed to handling it) are in their
nature more constant; they are somewhat inherent in the construction of the ship and are less subject to control. The construction
of a ship and its motive -power machinery may be improved by
alteration and rebuilding but with a given ship on voyage berth
there is not much that can be done about ship operating costs,
other than due care in the purchase of fuel and other stores, and
proper care of machinery.
Cargo handling, however, is subject to much wider variation
and a larger measure of control, because of differences between ports
in wage scales and other costs; the nature and handling adaptability of the cargo carried; the presence or lack of mechanical
cargo handling equipment and other conditions of loading or discharge, and the efficiency of the longshore labor employed.
These are all widely fluctuating factors that may cause wide variation in cargo handling costs. The steamer that loads cargo at one
port where all modern cargo handling contrivances are available
may discharge at another where they are all absent.
18
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These varying conditions make impossible such consistency of
costs as is found in the "straight- line" production of motor cars
and other highly developed and specialized industries. Such principles can be applied only to a limited extent in shipping.
To give a more specific illustration: In the port of Houston my
company's ships discharge sugar three different ways, depending
upon the terms of the contract and the discharge desired by consignee.
From ship to dock
From ship to cars
From ship to warehouse conveyors.
Obviously, a blanket average cost per ton for discharging sugar
would be misleading. We have to establish cost figures separately
for each of the three differing operations, and if a fourth method
of discharge should be used, we would compute that cost separately
also.
Making the proper allowances to establish the necessary compensations for differences in cargo, labor rates, and working conditions, becomes a very interesting task for the steamship statistician, and requires knowledge of the actual conditions surrounding the working of a ship. After making such allowances, cargo
handling cost - per -ton averages will develop a remarkable consistency and any wide fluctuation, not explained by the factors
mentioned, will indicate when there is something wrong. To establish such "criterion" figures authentically is, at first, a matter of
trial and error and may require several voyages, although only
one voyage may, under normal conditions, establish fairly accurate
averages.
Of course any system of labor costs is at the mercy of the timekeeper. A dock is a very busy place and the longshoremen are
constantly turning from one commodity to another. However,
after criterion averages are established we are able to detect any
big mistake.
Whenever one commodity cost is too high, we usually find another correspondingly low, and by checking back are able to establish and correct the error. Over a period of time, small errors in
payroll distribution will compensate themselves. Thus the law of
19
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averages will give us a very accurate cost - per -ton for the year on
each commodity.
I would suggest that cargo handling cost be carried only on a
selected list (say io or 15) of the major commodities that move in
largest volume in the particular trade. To carry costs on nondescript items moving in small volume would not be worth the
trouble involved. Such commodities we should lump under the
one heading of "General Cargo."
An interesting fact, sometimes hard to account for, that cargo
handling cost averages may develop is that one ship will have
higher costs than another of similar type in the same trade and
handling the same general class of cargo. Engineers may be able to
correct this but it often has to be established and pointed out by
the accountant. I may add that the same discrepancies appear in
the operating costs of similar type ships.
Under cargo handling we have established two major divisions,
receiving and delivery, loading and unloading. There are various
other expenses accruing against cargo that we shall dismiss here
as sundry cargo expense. This includes such items as special ship
fittings for certain kinds of cargo, wharfage, delivery, etc., which
need not be discussed in a broad outline.
Cargo handling records reach the accounting department through
reports from receiving clerks and the longshore labor payroll.
6. Operating Ship. With cargo aboard, the next step is transporting it. I have already outlined the departmental organization
of ship personnel and the routing of information to the accounting
department.
At this point we discard the average per ton as the index of
relative performance and are compelled to seek a new one.
You will appreciate that while revenue earnings and cargo handling costs are in direct ratio to the amount of cargo tonnage carried that other operating expenses are not. A ship with empty
holds will have practically the same operating costs as one with
full ones. For a new index we may take cost per mile or cost per
day.
Although the cost per mile may be a more instructive figure in
many cases, for instance, fuel costs, I think on the whole that the
cost per day is the more practical index. The per day average
would give a fair measure of all operating expenses, even of fuel
20
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costs as under the same conditions the mileage traveled per clay
will remain fairly constant; whereas a per mile average is not
relevant to all operating expenses, for example, feeding costs.
I would, therefore, adopt the cost per day basis for all operating expenses, using other bases, if of value, on supplementary
schedules. For instance, cost per mile and quantity consumed per
mile are both relevant and instructive figures pertaining to fuel
expense. Likewise, the cost per meal per man is doubtless the
most instructive index of feeding costs. But on the whole and as a
basis of comparison for all operating costs I think the average per
day is the proper basis.
Costs per ton -mile, that is the cost per mile of each ton of cargo
carried, is I think a useless refinement since as 1 have tried to point
out, operating costs bear little direct relation to the amount of cargo
carried. The cost per ton -mile might be of value when it covers a
year's operations and the cargo tonnage per ship has been thus
averaged, but I should certainly not compute it for each voyage.
There is yet another important classification of voyage expense
which I have not mentioned here. This is port expense and falls
between cargo expense and operating expense, although most items
included therein are more nearly related to operating expense. Let
us say that it covers operating expenses incurred in ports and
shoal water as opposed to operating expenses on the open seas. It
includes such items as pilotage, tug hire, port dues, and dock
charges not assessed directly against the cargo. Port expense will
be more variable than operating expense. As an index to port expense I would use the per day basis as in operating expense.
The accountant's source of information regarding port expense
will be a "Port Log" furnished by the operating department and
from which the disbursing clerk may prove the bills presented him
for payment.
We have now completed a summary of the physical operations
involved in cargo handling and transportation, since unloading
and delivery are covered by the same remarks as receiving and
loading. We have not, however, discussed the reason why we have
done all this, namely the revenue to be derived therefrom. The
index of revenue, like that of cargo handling cost, is the ton. In
voyage statements revenue should be distributed by ports of origin.
In some trades, revenue is largely net; in others, delivery charges
21
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and wharfage absorptions must be deducted from gross revenue to
arrive at the net.
Having at least touched on all the major phases of ship operations let us now turn to the summarizing of results.
This I think should follow the general form as shown below:
REVENUE AND EXPENSE

Revenue
Gross Revenue —by ports — Dollars
Less Absorptions " "
"
"
It
it
Net Revenue

Tons

Average per ton

it

It

It

It

"

it

It

It

Less Cargo Expense
Cargo Expense —by ports— Dollars
Net Revenue Less Cargo Expense —"
Less
Operating Expense
Port Expense
Sundry Expense
Voyage Profit or Loss

— Dollars
"
"

Tons
"

Average per ton
it
"
"

Days

Average per day

it

it

"

it

it

"

It
it

it

it

It

"

This, of course, is just a rough outline. The actual statement
should show much more detail, for instance Revenue and Cargo
Expense should also show out - cargo, in- cargo, and way -cargo
separately.
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